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a long summary of the political situation on July 29, Moltke
now pointed out the dangerous sequence of mobilizations
which would probably take place, in case Russia carried
out her announced intention of ordering partial mobiliza-
tion in her southern districts if Austria advanced into Serbia,
Russia, he said, had been making military preparations on
the frontier against Germany, as well as against Austria,
so that she would be able to move her armies forward in
a very few days when she actually issued her mobilization
orders. France also, according to his information, appeared
to be taking measures preparatory to general mobilization.
The situation thus was becoming daily more unfavorable
to Germany, and might lead to fateful consequences if
Germany, by a collision between Austria and Russia, should
be forced to mobilize and fight on two fronts. Therefore,
he concluded, "it is of the greatest importance to ascertain
as soon as possible whether Russia and France intend to
let it come to a war with Germany."34
Bethmann, however, was still hoping that the "pledge
plan" of "Halt in Belgrade" might bring a satisfactory solu-
tion. He therefore insisted on waiting for a reply from
Vienna. He was vigorously opposed to taking any decisive
military measures which might jeopardize his diplomatic
efforts,
According to the information or rumors gathered by
the Bavarian Military Attache in Berlin on this day, Moltke
"is exerting all his influence in favor of taking advantage
of the exceptionally favorable opportunity for striking a
decisive blow," pointing out the momentary military em-
barrassment of France, the over-confidence of Russia, and
the good time of year with the harvests mostly gathered
and the annual training period of recruits completed. Beth-
mann, on the other hand, "is putting on the brakes with
all his might, and is anxious to avoid everything which.
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